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We invite you to explore this look book for ideas, inspiration, 
new perspectives and discovery. The workspace experts 
at Affordable Office Interiors are eager to offer knowledge, 
experience and insight to guide you down the right path to 
your next workspace. Enjoy!

Endless
Opportunity.



WORKSTATIONS

Support for all people and workstyles.

Offering flexibility, user comfort, and ergonomic needs.



BEAM-SPINE BASED WORKSTATIONS   



BEAM-SPINE BASED WORKSTATIONS   



BENCHING-DESKING  WORKSTATIONS   



PANEL BASED  WORKSTATIONS   



PANEL BASED  WORKSTATIONS   



MEETING SPACES

Designated as areas for collaborative and brainstorming activities, 
conference and meeting spaces support structured interactions. 

These spaces where teams execute strategies together accommodate 
a variety of needs utilizing both vertical displays and worksurfaces for 

sharing information.



MEETING SPACES



MEETING SPACES



PRIVATE OFFICES

Support a dynamic environment and a wide range of workstyles, 
allowing people to freely collaborate or focus on individual work. 

Integrated technology, power, and storage options provide the 
connectivity to engage in a variety of daily activities.



PRIVATE OFFICES



PRIVATE OFFICES



PRIVATE OFFICES



RECEPTION
& LOBBY

A warm, welcoming, and memorable space where first impressions
are made, the lobby sets the tone for brand and culture while offering 

visitors comfortable seating as they wait.



RECEPTION / LOBBY



RECEPTION / LOBBY



TRAINING

A tactical space that easily reconfigures for large and small group work, 
a training space accommodates a variety of activities through flexible 

furniture, integrated technology, and work tools.



TRAINING



COMMUNITY
SPACES

A large, open, flexible space for a variety of activities and group sizes, a 
community space may offer access to technology, refreshments, and 

comfortable furnishings. 

Flexible furniture accommodates different types of collaboration, 
including activities that inform and connect.



COMMUNITY SPACES



COMMUNITY SPACES



CAFÉ

A multipurpose social hub with access to refreshments, the café 
encourages interaction and relaxation. It also provides opportunities for 

informal conversations among cross-functional teams.



CAFÉ



CAFÉ



QUIET SPACES

A quiet haven that enables tranquility, rejuvenation, and collaborative 
work, a retreat empowers choice and fosters well-being. 

These retreat and focus spaces also provide opportunities for 
spontaneous interaction or continuing conversation after a meeting.



QUIET SPACES



WALLS

Moveable walls give people the ability for simple reconfiguration, 
providing a space they need to be effective, which typically increases 

employee engagement and satisfaction.



WALLS



OUTDOOR

Areas outside the built environment that connect people to nature 
foster well-being through inspiration from the world beyond windows 

and walls. 

Outdoor spaces also provide alternative places for groups to restore 
and connect.



OUTDOOR



ACOUSTICAL

All five senses impact the way we experience work. Acoustical products 
help to promote focus and privacy while removing distractions that 

might otherwise prohibit productivity and effective collaboration.



ACOUSTICAL



COVID-19

Solutions, suggestions and resources to navigate the COVID-19 impact 
on people and space. AOI is  here to help.



COVID-19



COVID-19



MOOD BOARDS

Collections of fabrics, finishes and materials to help you set the pallet for 
your next workspace.
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